paper deals with the concept of stability in the sense of Lagrange or more simply as Lagrange stability. By the use of an estimator, we provide a snflicient condition for the stability of nonlinear systems, hence for linear systems. Allowing certain assumptions we show that if after application of a bounded input (for any initial condition in a compact), the resulting output is C&O bounded, then the system is Lagrange stable. l%rthermore, we set some hypotheses concerning the stability control law for stable systems.
INTRODUCTION
We know that the internal stability of linear observable systems is satisfied if bounded inputs give rise to bounded outputs. This is no longer true if the observability condition is not satisfied. In a weaker situation we can say: If the system is observable and there exists a bounded input us such that for any initial condition the resulting output is bounded, then the system is Lagrange stable with respect to us. This implies, in particular, that the autonomous system is Lyapunov stable (all real parts of eigenvalues are less or equal to zero). For bilinear systems, the authors in [l] have given a sufficient condition and a class of input of L O" for which the associated outputs are bounded. Our aim, here, is to extend this property to nonlinear systems. More precisely, using the approach of the observer synthesis given in [2] , we determine a class of nonlinear systems (c) which satisfies the following property: If there exists a bounded input such that the corresponding output is bounded for any initial condition then the system (C) is Lagrange stable with respect to u. To do this, we need some preliminary results.
DEFINITION
1. We say that a system (C) is Lagrange stable with respect to u or u-Lagrange stable if: for any compact K, there exists a compact K > K, such that any trajectory which is issued from K remains in K. For simplicity, we only treat the single input-single output systems:
Throughout this paper we assume that (C) satisfies:
is a diffeomorphism, where 0' means the transpose of 0. In the case of linear systems, (Hl) implies that the observability condition is verified. The following theorem is initially proved in [3] . A shorter proof of this theorem is given in [2] . (Se)ij = &r oij, where oij are constant and independent on 8. Let S be the matrix (aij), we can verify that S is also symmetric positive definite. In the next section, we use these techniques to show how the boundedness of the input-output map implies the Lagrange stability of a certain class of nonlinear systems.
LAGRANGE STABILITY
Here (c) is not assumed to be observable but it satisfies the assumption (Hl). It is easy to see that rj transforms (C) into:
where A and C are as above. Now, consider the following assumptions:
(H2). cp and $,, are globally Lipschitz, $1, . . . , $,,_I are bounded.
(B2).
(P,!h,**~,~n are globally Lipschitz.
THEOREM 2. Suppose that (C') satisfies either: (a) (HJ) and (H2) or (b) (HI), (J?2) and is observable for any input. In this case, if there exists a bounded input u such that the corresponding output y is bounded and the upper bound of lyl depends only on the compact of initialization, then (C') is u-Lagrange stable. Since I#J is a diffeomorphism of R", this implies the u-Lagrange stability of(C).
Let us consider the dynamical system: On the other hand, we see that the upper bound X5 of II&u, i)ll depends only on llu~~~co. Thus:
-----_ $ (BE) 5 -eisi + 2~~i'si + 2)~sljs~ill+ 2jyl I& I.
An easy computation
gives:
IIWI I J II%
for e 2 1, X
Since the upper bound of Iy(t)l depends leads to:
being a certain constant independently on 0.
only on the compact K of initialization of (C'), this --_ --7 i (HI) 5 -eis + ~r(i + iq, where LY is a constant depending only on K. This implies that the upper bound of llill is finite and depends only on LY, 0 and the compact of initialization K' of (0'). When (C') satisfies (b) of Theorem 2, using the triangular form of $1,. . . , $,.,, (+i(z) = $i(z~, . . . ,.zi)), one can obtain in the same way the second part of Claim 1.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Consider the error equation: 1 = (A -S;'C'C) e + $(u, i) -$(u, z) + q(u, 2) -$(u, z) + y(S;'C'), where e = i -L. (E)
Applying once more Claim 1 to (E), we find that the upper bound of Ile(t)ll is finite and depends only on the compacts K, K' and 0, since &u, i) -G( u, .z 1s ) . b ounded and @ is globally Lipschitz. The u-Lagrange stability of (C') is a consequence of the boundedness of Ile(t)ll and [Ii(t) The theorem is also true when (p, $1,. . . , $,, are bounded. REMARK 2. Since (C') is not generally observable, it cannot admit an observer. However, (0') gives a "bounded estimation," this can be related to the concept of observability. In fact any bounded input distinguishes all pair (z, P) such that Ilz -fll 2 T for some fixed T > 0 which depends on u. To be more precise, if we denote by z1 = (zz,. . . ,z,,)' and 11~~11 = z~,~,]zil, we have:
then the outputs C.z(.) and Cr(.) associated to r, E and u are distincts. The property (P) can be obtained by using (H2). When we take out the boundedness condition of $1,. . . , $,,-I, and if (c) is not observable for any input, the Theorem 2 no longer holds.
COUNTER-EXAMPLE:
( ii = xz + 21x2 &a = x2
Set u = -1, then u, y are bounded, the upper bound of ]yI depends only on the compact of initialization but x2(t) is not generally bounded. In order to prove the proposition, we use the following:
is uniformly bounded, assume that (C) is Lagrange stable Vu E L*(R+) then the feedback control u(x) preserves the Lagrange stability of the closed-loop system. PROOF OF CLAIM 2. Assume that the trajectory x0(t) which is issued from some co at t = 0 is not bounded.
Let u(t) = -p(x) L, V(xO(t)). The open-loop system i = f(x(t)) + u(x'(t)) g(x(t)) is Lagrange stable.
Since the trajectory of this system which is issued from x0 coincides with x'(t), this leads to a contradiction to the above assumption.
PROOF OF THE PROPOSITION. Denote by F(x) the vector field f(2) + u(2) g(x). Using Claim 2, the Lssalle's theorem implies that any trajectory x(t) goes to W = {x/Lr~V(z) = L,V(x) = 0) as t -b 00 (since L/V(z) = 0). Furthermore, the bigger F-invariant set I included in W is an attractor (see [S] ). T o p rove the proposition it suffices to show that I = {x0}. To prove this, the same argument used in [5] can be applied by replacing the condition (i) of Theorem 3 by Claim 2.
